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WELCOME NOTE!! 

We could not have robbed the delegates of the unparalleled deba4ng 
experience and exposure that SNAMUN provides every year. This year The 
Lawrence School, Sanawar decided that SNAMUN 2020 had to be held 
despite the challenges posed by Covid 19. 

The theme for this year’s conference is  

‘Beseeching Brotherhood in a Broken World’. 
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OPENING CEREMONY 

The opening ceremony began with the Convener, Simar Singh Gabadia introducing the Chief Guest, 
Mr. Dushyant Singh Chautala, the youngest Deputy Chief Minister of the State of Haryana and also 

the co-founder of Jannayak Janta Party. 
Mr. Chautala is the youngest ever 
Parliamentarian in the history of Indian 
Poli4cs. An ac4ve parliamentarian, Sir 
has impressive oratory skills, and also 
has a stellar record of having 
par4cipated in over 230 debates during 
his term in the 16th Lok Sabha. 

Followed by His Excellency Mr. Taranjit 
Singh Sandhu’s message, the MUN 

Director gave her speech emphasising on the 
need for global co-opera4on in these trying 
4mes. 

Right aYer a touching yet gripping video in 
context to the seven commiZees in the 
conference was screened. The Secretary General 
then addressed the gathering bringing into focus 
the much debated topic ‘The New Normal’. She 
further went on to wish the delegates best of 
luck and wished them a frui[ul conference for 

the days to come. The Headmaster then 
elaborated on the important values that 
MUN incorporates in a student. 
Subsequently the SNAMUN'20 was 
declared open.  
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UNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL 
The Security Council convened today to 
deliberate upon the crisis in Yemen. The 
lobbying session started as any normal 
marketplace would be; mul4ple people 
shou4ng at the same 4me trying to sell their 
ideas, un4l the delegate of France 
intervened and called for some sort of an 
organised talk, which much to her surprise, 
was taken over by the delegate of the 
United States of America .  

Despite the numerous reitera4on of the fact 
that this would not be made a poli4cal 
commiZee the delegate of Russia and 

United States could not help but 
bring up skirmishes and turn it into 
a topic of heated debate. 
Unfortunately the formal 
commiZee session was not as 
lively a discussion as was expected. 
With most of the delegates 
focusing their speeches around the 
humanitarian crisis itself and the 
Arab spring and    it’s impacts on 
Yemen.  

Most delegates however, did not 
keep in mind a holis4c view of the 
problem. Nonetheless the first day 
of debate was frui[ul and a more 
animated discussion is expected 
tomorrow. 

SEVEN WONDERS OF 
SNAMUN’20
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UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL 
The commiZee kicked off with enthusiasm as the Execu4ve Board introduced the 
agenda with few queries con4nuing 4ll lunch. The calm of the orienta4on was 
soon replaced by the heat of the ice breaker session when the agenda itself got 
supporters and opponents and even the delegate of France’s nail-bi4ng speech 
didn’t seem to help much. 

The Human Rights Council had GSLs and caucuses, but mostly it had fights, 
between the Liberal and the Conserva4ve, the non-sharia and the Sharia and the 
Pro – LGBT and the An4 – LGBT bloc. The discussions and their topics raised by the 
delegates of Rwanda, Syria and the United Kingdom reflected this. 

Some na4ons stood in solidarity with the LGBTQ+ community while some stuck to 
homophobia. With this, the first day of the commiZee came to an end. The 
Chairperson found the arguments to be too unspecific and recommended beZer detail.  Let us see what allegiances 
change overnight. 

SNAMUN’20 31 JULY 2020

ALL INDIA POLITICAL PARTIES MEET 
Students joke that “MUN is F-U-N” however it’s true - that is why it works so well and most of the children want to 
be a part of it.  Though this year is full of pandemonium but we tried to bring in some normalcy and FUN by 
conduc4on a virtual MUN to divert the young minds. 

The All India Poli4cal Par4es Meet witnessed a zealous par4cipa4on from all the delegates. 

These delegates adhered to their por[olios very du4fully especially Rajnath Singh, who staunchly replied to every 
comment in Hindi in the feel of the Defence Minister. Furthermore, the ajre of Amit Shah truly reflected his 
personality and Modi Ji had his dialogues ready for his “mitron”, that too in his dialect.  Manish Sisodia and Kiren 
Rijiju were par4cularly convincing in their arguments. 

The above - men4oned chaos was witnessed while shiYing the delegates into their breakout rooms but the situa4on 
was handled pa4ently by all (very un-poli4cian-like behaviour), thus keeping the fervour of the Conference intact. 
Altogether, every delegate made the first day of the commiZee a success. 
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WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM 
The economic crisis unleashed by the outbreak of COVID 19 has its twinge on the 
economies. The pandemic has pushed the global economy into a recession. The 
economy starts shrinking and growth ceases. COVID - 19 related disrup4ons have 
led to millions filing for unemployment benefits. Various leaders and 
Businesspersons met today at the World Economic Forum to discuss a plan for 
post pandemic economic recovery. 

Today’s session included very ar4culate and commendable speeches from various 
representa4ves of the globe especially Satya Nadella, Imran Khan, Daniel Zhang 
and Lee Hsien Loong. The World Economic Forum was the only commiZee in the 
SNAMUN ‘20 having different procedural rules. This called for serious amplifica4on 
by the Execu4ve Board.  

The speakers were then given five minutes each to give their opening statements, 
which will be followed by a short deba4ng session on sub -agendas decided by the 
delegates tomorrow. Each and every delegate made the first day of this conference 
very successful.  

YALTA CONFERENCE 
World War ll was an event so great in its magnitude, that every event within it, managed to change the course of 
history.  

The Yalta Conference, also known as the Crimea Conference and code-named Argonaut and Magneto, was convoked 
by the heads of the United States of America, the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union and the Free French Forces 
today. 

The conference started with a lobby session which definitely reflected the 
heat of the war being deliberated upon. AYer coming to consensus about 
what would be discussed in the coming days of the conference, the 
delegates gave an opening account about how the economy, naval front, 
border front, etc. would be taken care off. 

 There was also a pitch for a global organisa4on to deal with various issues 
and to maintain peace and help aid the countries deeply affected by the 
war. While most delegates were confident about taking down Hitler, 
Neville Henderson and FDR locked horns on many-a-occasions. Let’s await 
another day to see what secrets this secret conference unearths.
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AFRICAN UNION 
The first of the African commiZee convened to discuss a roadmap for 
Agenda 2063, was indeed impressive and intense, where most of the 
delegates wanted to speak and take a stand with their points and 
solu4ons. 

Right from General Speakers’ List to various moderated caucuses, 
delegates had a lot to say pertaining to the socio-economic impact of 
COVID - 19 in successfully implemen4ng the Agenda 2063 (Even the 
deliberate coughing by the delegates while the debate was on failed to 
trump this fervour). 

 All in all, despite facing numerous technical glitches during the online 
session the delegates were successful in presen4ng their arguments 
very vividly. 

Immense pa4ence shown by the EB, they made sure that every 
delegate was heard clearly. They also made sure that everyone got a 
chance to put their points on the floor. The first day of the conference 
was great and all eyes are set on what the commiZee offers in the 
coming two days.

OECD GLOBAL FORUM ON DEVELOPMENT 
An online conference can never solve all issues in terms of technical glitches, lagging videos and delegates missing. 

The lobbying session for the OECD started on a chao4c note, making one 
wonder if they would have to use earplugs to block out the noise. Eventually the 
disarray died down, owing to the 4mely interference of the co – chair.  

The commiZee started with everyone seconding to a General Speakers’ List and 
adop4ng the agenda “Commercialisa4on of Space”. It was a sight not to be 
missed when the delegate of Russia’s GSL speech gave compe44on to Eminem’s 
famous rap songs. AYer a break the commiZee switched over to a moderated 
caucus. 

 Despite hiccups- like delegates sending chits to another commiZee, slow 
internet connec4ons and many delegates reading speeches from their screens.  
It was a day of frui[ul debates and discussions and there is a lot more to look 
forward to in the coming days.
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THANK YOU!! 
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SNAMUN 2020 reserves the sole ownership 
and publishing rights over this document.
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WHAT’S IN AND WHAT’S
OUT

WHAT’S IN- Unofficial Committee Groups 

WHAT’S OUT- The Usual Delegate Dance

WHAT’S IN- Ludo at OECD 

WHAT’S OUT- The EB’s Patience

WHAT’S IN- Drafting Resolutions 

WHAT’S OUT- Technical Glitches

WHAT’S IN- MS Teams Interviews
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UNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL 
While the third committee session started off with an unmoderated caucus as the 
delegates waited with great patience for their President to arrive, the delegate of the 
United States swooped in swiftly to masquerade as the unofficial President. The formal 
session today revolved around the point of the role of non state actors and their 
stakeholder – ship in the crisis.

However the bone of discussion throughout the conference was less of the humanitarian 
crisis and more of the delegates of the United States and Russia condemning each 
other. As was apparent in the unofficial sessions, the rivalry between them was truly 
intense. Several other delegates such as the delegate of Indonesia, Iraq and St Vincent 
and Grenadines struggled to make their exceptional points which were, however, 
overshadowed by the other nuance of the committee.

The delegate of Yemen took an extremely neutral stance and maintained focus on the 
solutions. All in all the debate was extremely productive and the delegates managed to 
reach to some kind of a consensus; which in length will be discussed during the 
committee sessions of day three.
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UNHRC 
Second day is always the most 
awaited day for the committee as 
most of the developments take place, 
it can be a turning point for the events 
that happened the previous day.
This day started with resuming the 
general speakers list. Followed by 
numerous moderated and 
unmoderated caucuses, to the topics 
of which the delegates couldn’t 
disagree more. The delegates 
eventually chose to divide
themselves into different breakout 
rooms according to their allegiances. 
In spite of many tries by the
delegates of Hungary, DRC and
Pakistan, the committee refused to come to consensus over topics for discussion. 
Eventually, the committee managed to have a long and healthy session of the 
moderated caucus on the topic “Discrimination faced by the LGBTQ community in 
various sector”, before dispersing into an unmoderated caucus to make the working 
paper. The committee was adjourned after the completion of the working papers. We 
hope to see a more organized final day of committee as delegates propose solutions 
and organise them into resolutions.

WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM 
Today’s sessions were elaborate and exhilarating, but at the same time interesting and 
productive. After exhausting the speakers list, the committee moved into a formal 
debate where the sub agendas were voted upon.

A total of 3 sub-agendas were discussed today, related to the 
Global pandemic of the corona virus which were - various 
short term and long term economic plans, technology and 
global financial marketing with respect to the COVID -19 
pandemic and different ways of job creation. The committee 
saw impressive participation and heated debate and the 
arguments of Angela Merkel, Donald Trump and Daniel Zhang 
were particularly note-worthy.

While discussing the last agenda, the President was considerate enough to reduce the 
time limit (though it was only a trick to assess delegates’ research.) Let’s see if the 
delegates are successful in coming up with a plan of solution on the last day of 
committee.
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THE YALTA CONFERENCE
The second day of the Yalta Conference began with a few technical hiccups with a new 
OC Member joining the committee, but thereafter, it was smooth and sailing (or at least 
the committee tried to do so). The
committee kicked off with a General 
Speakers List. The main focus of all 
delegates speaking in the first half was 
‘Germany must atone for its war sins’.

Between Neville Henderson’s eagerness 
to jump at every opportunity he got to 
speak and delegates failing to come to a 
consensus about the topic they’d like to 
discuss, the day went on quite 
uneventfully. As ironical as it sounds, the 
mishaps in the committee were the only 
happenings taking place.

We did get some action during the 
unmoderated caucus where a heated 
debate occurred among the likes of 
Molotov, Neville Henderson, Roosevelt and
Stalin. It is to be noted only one Moderated Caucus was held and most motions were 
rejected. As brought to the notice of the delegates by the Executive Board, the quality 
of debate did not match to that of yesterday’s discussion. Our deepest condolences to 
all those fifteen motions that could not be passed because of the one deciding vote.

However, the committee ended on a positive note as the delegates finally reached to 
a consensus on a moderated caucus. All the issues of the committee were addressed 
by the Executive Board that left the delegates exhilarated for the next day!
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AIPPM
Abiding with the spirit of the first day, the delegates of the All India Political Parties 
Meet charged the session with tremendous zeal and enthusiasm on the second day 
as well. The debate was acrimonious, enriching and the atmosphere of the session 
seemed to be drowned with the convicting voices of
the delegates.

The lobbying session however, was chaotic, again 
like the previous day and multiple people continued 
voicing themselves at the same time in a 
disorderedly fashion. Interestingly enough, Kapil 
Sibal and Amit Shah seemed to be having a 
conversation of their own that looked less like talk
and more like a squabble. Sonia Gandhi on the other 
hand, used his riveting facial expressions to add to 
the session.

JP Nadda, of course, was bombarded with intense questions making the session 
exhilarating. All in all the committee session remains unmatched , ending the second 
day on a  positive and enthralling note and leaving us all wondering what politics will 
be played on the final day of committee tomorrow.

OECD
Space is no longer only accessible to a few countries. In our interconnected world, 
more than 80 countries have registered
satellites into orbit. These countries have 
assembled together in the OECD conference 
to discuss how to commercialise space.

Many countries suggested that personalising it 
would be a good option. Where minerals 
extracted from various natural satellites would 
be viable if the resources are available. There 
is no denying that USA and Russia are 
extremely advanced when it comes to 
technology, let’s not forget they were the first 
both counties were pioneers in putting a man 
on the moon and sending a man to space 
(doesn’t mean that you get complete 
dominance for that though.)

They exploited this history to their advantage to
lead the committee.  Let’s see what ideas will come up during the last committee 
sessions or will the entire project go Apollo 13.
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THE AFRICAN UNION
The second day of the committee African Union was off to a good start with great and 
substantial debates amongst the delegates. Discussions were placed on the different 
aspects of education, technology, security and food distribution and women and child 
exploitation across the nation of Africa. There was great participation and enthusiasm 
amongst the delegates.

An effective set of solutions was 
presented before the committee that 
were suggested by every delegate and 
it was impressive to see how delegates 
supported each other and gave a 
chance to others to share their opinion. 
We are definitely looking at a unified 
Africa to progress and develop despite 
the challenges thrown by the
pandemic.

The executive board members were 
also impressed at how many delegates
were active and wanted a chance to be recognised. All in all, it was an interesting and 
substantial second day.

LIGHTS, CAMERA,
ACTION!
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SPILL THE BEANS

The Press held an interview with Franklin D. Roosevelt, Nevile 
Henderson and Vyacheslav Molotov, who were convened at the 
Yalta Conference. These leaders seemed to be unusually 
comfortable with the press and did not hesitate in leaking out some 
important secret information to it.

The first question was aimed at Henderson, who seemed very 
confident that Germany will adopt any and all policies that the 
Allies tell them to- the press questioned this ignorance. But Neville 
Henderson
reiterated his 
hatred of Adolf 
Hitler, and did 
not mind in 
overestimating 
his idiocy. He 
also felt that his 
diplomatic and 
imperialist 
outlook will do 
enough to trump
Hitler’s motivation.

Mr. Molotov was asked about USSR’s response to German 
expansion towards Soviet territories and he was quick to state 
pacts to counter the same and felt sure that Hitler needed to be 
crushed and USSR will be able do it.

FDR was asked about America’s atom bomb program and FDR 
immediately spilled the tea and told the press all about the 
Manhattan Project only to regret it much later. The cat was let out 
of the bag in front of the Press as well a USSR representative 
(quite an impressive way to declassify a secret project). Who 
would know an interview could change the course of history?
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GLIMPSES  OF  OTHER
INTERVIEWS

THE CONVENER INTERVIEWING THE DELEGATE OF UNITED KINGDOM
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INTERVIEW WITH CANADA AND PAKISTAN FROM UNHRC

INTERVIEW WITH VICE CHAIRPERSON (UNHRC) AND CO-VICE
CHAIRPERSON (YC’45)
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STAY
T U N E D  F O R

M O R E !
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THE CHIEF GUEST FOR THE OCCASION, MR. 
SANJAY KUNDU
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CLOSING CEREMONY 
The Closing Ceremony commenced with the Director General, Avanti Aggarwal 
introducing the Chief Guest, Mr. Sanjay Kundu, Director General of Police of 
Himachal Pradesh. He is richly decorated with awards like Police Medal for 
Gallantry by the President of India, President’s Police Medal for Distinguished 
Service, Police Medal for Meritorious Service, UN Medal with Bar and UNESCO 
Award for Water Resources Management.  

Mr. Kundu has also served as the Principal Secretary to the Chief Minister, HP and 
Joint Secretary in the Water Resources Ministry among other positions. Sir also has 
experience of working with the United Nations. After this introduction, the MUN 
Director, Ms. Amarjit Priya Chauhan spoke about the values that Model UN teaches 
us and congratulated the delegates.  

Right after a nostalgic video of the making of the SNAMUN and the three days of 
conference was screened. Following this, the awards were announced by the 
Director General and the Convener for all the committees. The Chief Guest then 
gave a speech about the role of the UN in the world and shared his own 
experiences from there. He also congratulated the delegates.  

The Secretary General then announced the most awaited award of the conference 
– the Secretary General Best Delegate Award which was bagged by Franklin D. 
Roosevelt from the Yalta Conference and the Best Delegation was one by the 
Modern School, Barakhamba. The Headmaster then delivered a vote of thanks to 
all officials and the Chief Guest, which was followed by the Secretary General’s 
vote of thanks. The conference was subsequently declared closed by her. This 
conference indeed had a lot to teach and this closing ceremony was its most 
befitting ending.
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THE FINAL EPISODE…



UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL 
The final day being the most crucial one started by resuming the General Speakers List. 
Each delegate had last minute stances to take, with the drafting of resolutions in full 
swing.  

This was followed by an unmoderated caucus to draft the working papers. The motion 
for discussion on working paper 3.0 (the conservative document) was the first to be 
passed and discussion happened through points of information.  

The sponsors- Iran, Senegal, Bangladesh, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia were quick to 
answer any and all questions. Following this was the discussion of the working paper of 
the Liberal bloc, authored by Russia, China, Rwanda and Denmark and more questions.  

The committee ended with the positive feedback by the executive board. The committee 
was engaging and enthusiastic throughout. The only thing that did not happen was 
friendship between the Conservative and the Liberal sides- better luck next time! 

WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM 
This is it- our final words to you in 2020. The World Economic Forum debated to bring 
out a plan for economic recovery. The initial part of the session began with resuming 
speakers’ list, to which the delegates had very unusual questions. The committee was 
then divided by the President into three groups to finish their working papers, which 
eventually formed the base for the final 
discussions in the committee.  

Since all working papers had their pros 
and cons they were merged into one 
document which was ultimately passed 
by the committee. Safe to say that the 
committee came to a unanimous 
conclusion. The world needs to become 
more global, open and liberal in its trade 
policies to counter the threat of 
unemployment and labour market crisis.  

Moreover a calibrated approach to automation should be adopted since the potential 
adverse impact of automation on inequality and job loss cannot be overruled. Donald 
Trump, Han Zheng and Lee Hsien Loong topped the list of enthusiasm. The committee 
ended on a positive note with the feedback from the President, who was fairly impressed 
by the performance. This committee had game – players (quite literally) and game 
changers (again quite literally), but left us all a little wiser and with tons of memories. 
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THE YALTA CONFERENCE 
The third and the final day of the Yalta Conference was a very interesting one and as 
quoted by the EB ‘better than the second day’. The day started with a GSL and more 
motions were passed as compared to yesterday.  

A larger and more substantial group of issues like formation of the United Nations, 
who will get veto power, the Polish Democracy crisis and free elections in the Eastern 
European countries made it to the table today. Picking up pace, it was decided that a 
Report was to be formed. On the formation of the same a concluding GSL was held. 
Putting rappers to shame was Neville Henderson and his speeches.  

The committee ended on a good note despite the technical hiccups faced through the 
three days of the conference. The committee was put to an end on a positive note 
with the Executive Board’s feedback.
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ALL INDIA POLITICAL PARTIES MEET 
The final day of the All India Political Parties Meet continued with the same level of 
enthusiasm and energetic debate. Spirits were high; and with well backed research, 
the level of debate too proved to be intense and 
invigorating.  In the session the delegates 
debated over the new educational policy. T 

he morning session started off with Akhilesh 
Yadav giving his strong opening speech, which 
was then later followed by the discussion over the 
press releases. Sonia Gandhi chose to keep 
himself busy by grabbing a snack, rather than 
engaging in debate. Mr. Asaduddin Owaisi felt 
that being a politician gave him different 
constitutional rights, soon leading to flared up 
debate. Each leader gave in their very best and 
made the session an extremely enriching one. 

 Moreover, the committee session taught each and every delegate about the forces 
that govern our country and most of all, how you as a person react to the actual issues 
that plague our educational policy. It gives hope to each one of us to see that 
teenagers dare to do what qualified adults do not. On this note, the committee came to 
an end. 

THE AFRICAN UNION 
The final day of the African Union started in the best way it could with all delegates 
coming to progressive conclusions and solutions. The 
committee was bound in a unified knot while 
proposing solutions for a common homeland and to 
improve and expand the implementation of a plan that 
would benefit all African nations likewise.  

And yet the committee saw its differences as superior 
and had two blocks with multiple countries putting 
forward their working papers and resolutions, which 
were both discussed quite thoroughly and had 
everyone’s contribution logged in (especially 
interesting arguments from the delegates of Kenya, 
Nigeria and Mauritius) 

The African Union’s delegates and executive board, both showed great persistence, 
patience and impressive amount of enthusiasm and worked hard to overcome the 
drawbacks of an online conference. This committee was a total success and all 
delegates enjoyed and learnt equally and all of us go back with new acquaintances 
and many more new friends. 
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UNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL 
While the third committee session started off with an unmoderated caucus as the 
delegates waited with great patience for their President to arrive, the delegate of the 
United States swooped in swiftly to masquerade as the unofficial President.  The formal 
session today revolved around the point of the role of non state actors and their 
stakeholder – ship in the crisis.  

However the bone of discussion throughout the conference was less of the humanitarian 
crisis and more of the delegates of the United States and Russia condemning each 
other.  As was apparent in the unofficial sessions, the rivalry between them was truly 
intense. Several other delegates such as the delegate of Indonesia, Iraq and St Vincent 
and Grenadines struggled to make their exceptional points which were, however, 
overshadowed by the other nuance of the committee.  

The delegate of Yemen took an extremely neutral stance and maintained focus on the 
solutions. All in all the debate was extremely productive and the delegates managed to 
reach to some kind of a consensus; which in length will be discussed during the 
committee sessions of day three. 

OECD GLOBAL FORUM ON DEVELOPMENT 
The last day of the conference was the most awaited and the most dependable for the 
OECD Global Forum on Development. It saw the 
concluding points on the topics discussed on 
previous days. Privatisation and commercialisation of 
space remained epicentres of discussion.  

The delegates laid emphasis on three outcomes-
taxation and corporate policies with space 
commercialisation, development security and 
principles of liability and sustainability, which further 
include space, environmental and ethical concerns. 
The committee was divided into three groups and 
points were put under each outcome topic. Delegates 
debated on each topic where exceptional points were 
outlined by the delegates of China and Russia.  

This committee highlighted the growing importance of 
space activities for the economy, for developing 
country strategies for the pursuit of knowledge and scientific discoveries, and for society 
in general. When it came to the resolutions the delegates put up a good fight to defend 
their forte of solutions. Unfortunately no resolution was passed by the committee. All in 
all the committee did not lose its zeal and underlying humour (especially South Korea) 
and edified us in depth on the agenda and beyond.
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AWARD WINNERS!

UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS 
COUNCIL

Best Position Paper: India

Verbal Mention: Bangladesh, Austria, Denmark

Honourable Mention: The United States of America, 
China

Special Mention: Pakistan, Saudi Arabia

High Commendation: United Kingdom

Best Delegate: France

UNITED NATIONS SECURITY 
COUNCIL

Best Position Paper: Kuwait
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Special Mention: Yemen, Iraq

High Commendation: Russia

Best Delegate: The United States of America

THE YALTA CONFERENCE

Best Position Paper: Georgy Zhukov

Verbal Mention: Admiral E.J King

Special Mention: Joseph Stalin, Nevile Henderson, 
Clement Attlee, Sir Andrew Cunningham

High Commendation: Vyacheslav Molotov

Best Delegate: Franklin D. Roosevelt

OECD GLOBAL FORUM ON 
DEVELOPMENT

Best Position Paper: Germany

Verbal Mention: South Africa, Mexico
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Special Mention: The United States of America, Russia

High commendation: India

Best Delegate: China

ALL INDIA POLITICAL PARTIES MEET

Best Position Paper: Rajnath Singh

Verbal Mention: Kiren Rijiju, Nirmala Sitharaman, 
Rahul Gandhi, Rajnath Singh

Special Mention: Sonia Gandhi, Akhilesh Yadav

High Commendation: Manish Sisodia 

Best Parliamentarian: Amit Shah

THE AFRICAN UNION

Best Position Paper: Cameroon

Verbal Mention: Gabon, Tanzania
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Special Mention: South Africa

High Commendation: Somalia

Best Delegate: Kenya

WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM

Best Position Paper: Hoesung Lee

Special Mention: Angela Merkel, Donald J. Trump, 
Daniel Zhang 

High Commendation: Lee Hsien Loong

Best Delegate: Han Zheng
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SECRETARY GENERAL’S BEST 
DELEGATE AWARD

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT 
THE YALTA CONFERENCE 

 (ASHMIT SINGH, MODERN SCHOOL 
BARAKHAMBA) 

BEST DELEGATION
MODERN SCHOOL, BARAKHAMBA
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Hope To See You Next Year!
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